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“ Remember that the veil which conceals 
your true character cannot be raised in 
years —perhaps never. ”  

 

 

 
 

“ Again, Cooper's message is unabashedly 

straightforward: Insofar as a spy resembles 
a soldier, responsibility for his 
transgressions can be shifted onto the 

country and excused by the country's 
nationalistic ends. ”  

— Brett F. Woods 

 

 

 

 



 

Spying On Cooper’s The Spy (1821) 
 

Say I’m a spy on a text. 

 

Say I’m the head of an intelligence agency. 

 

Say my boss needs to make a decision and what I have discovered will enable him to 

make said decision.   

 

Say the text is in a bag; we’re grabbing in the dark, but there is something knowable 

within. 

 

So, pretend the text is a secret. 

 

It is objective, but you have access to it through me (well, I guess you could get it 

yourself, but don’t (leave me my power, my one true love)). 

 

So, the reader is the executive and I am gathering intelligence for her, for you.  You must 

make a decision.  You must learn how to attack.  

 

First, I must choose a text to spy on; which text?  An important one or a trivial one (that 

supposedly says important things about who we are)? 

 

I finally pluck James Fenimore Cooper’s The Spy because it is a book about spying that 

no longer has copyright protections affixed to its spine.  There is nothing but my 

reputation (and possibly a charge of fraud) stopping my from copying The Spy word for 

word and calling it my own and the reputation of spies isn’t very good anyway. 

 



I was searching through the text to find the man who I thought was the protagonist, 

Harvey Birch, but the match case button was pressed down such that I never found him 

and then a thought occurred to me just as suddenly, what if I was not reading The Spy, but 

some other book entirely?  I had no outside knowledge of the book, no access to the 

proofs and I actually didn’t think that I knew anyone who had read the book, so I 

searched the title on the Internet and found a couple of articles that led me to believe that 

if I was duped they were just as duped (a fake text about a spy is such a brilliant idea).   

 

It’s okay to be duped together.  He is accused of being a spy for the British.   

 

One of those articles, “Revolution and Literature,” informs us that “The Spy was a major 

literary gamble.  Prior to Cooper, writers, philosophers, the military, and people in 

general, although they certainly knew otherwise, simply chose not to admit that spies 

existed or that they were in any way beneficial to the aims of ‘great nations.’ In their 

minds, the spy and his activities were dangerous, morally tarnished, and prone to scandal, 

illegality, or both.” 

—Brett F. Woods 

 

So nobody believed in the efficacy of spies, of intelligence. 

 

They believed that all they needed to win a war was might. 

 

This is, of course, what might needs us to believe.  

 

Thus, we shouldn’t trust the spy. 

 

He is paid to offer information that you don’t have. 

 

You have no access to what he has. 

 

The spy will dupe you. 

 

Okay, so this novel is about how a revolutionary war era peddler is accused of being a 

spy for the British and because he is accused he decides to do it, to actually become a 

spy, like if you call the kettle black it will threaten to become black and then it will 

actually become black   no that’s not quite it, but it’s cooler to think that he 

was induced by your behavior.  He’s really just accused of being a British spy when he’s 

actually an American spy, that’s all. 

 

Okay, so that’s actually what happens. 

 

The thing is that the spy really wants to be trusted.  I really want you to trust me. 

 

I’ll wear a disguise for that purpose and that purpose alone. 

 



weird facts about yr neighborhood 

 

 

so I'm reading this revolutionary war spy novel, The Spy, 

that takes place in Westchester county, which was a neutral 

ground during the war (“The county of Westchester, after 

the British had obtained possession of the island of New 

York, became common ground, in which both parties 

continued to act for the remainder of the war of the 

Revolution. A large proportion of its inhabitants, either 

restrained by their attachments, or influenced by their fears, 

affected a neutrality they did not feel.”) 

 

but I don't know much about the revolution, so I keep 

having to look stuff up 

 

here's the weird couple of facts: Marble Hill is politically 

part of Manhattan because the creek used to run north of it 

and there was a bridge that was important during the war, 

King's Bridge (which would have been at West 230th 

Street) that was taken down in 1916, when the original 

Spuytin Duyvil Creek was filled in.  The Spuytin Duyvil 

Creek that's by your crib is actually a shipping channel 

connecting the Hudson River to the Harlem River Ship 

Canal which was built in 1895.  What I'm not sure about is 

whether the placement of the mouth of the creek was 

moved... 

 

 

In the neutral zone 

Both sides’ irregular forces 

Compete to steal 

Whatever cattle are left, to plunder 

swearing it 

was as light as feathers. 

Neutral just means chaos 

In the face of a father’s final blessing. 

 

 

Donald Ringe describes this demilitarized zone as a 

“moral wasteland where conflicting principles are at 

war and the only law is might…” 

 

There needs to be a buffer between our intentions and the intentions of our enemy 

   Where we all get lost. 



This is counter intelligence:  

“The more identities a man has, the more they express the person they conceal.” 

 

Ha, that’s actually a quote from John le Carre’s Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy, but you 

thought it was from Cooper’s book.  You see how I can implant false memories into your 

head; I can make you believe things that you didn’t originally believe. 

 

Like that lady who wanted to prove that false memories exist so she tricked little kids into 

believing that they had been lost in a mall; well, she proved her point, but at what cost, 

she scarred hundreds of kids for science. 

 

Watch out, the reader is many masters at once. 

 

 

 

It’s as if we’re all in a submarine 

But I have the periscope 

Into the above  

And the above is the text 

And all you have is me  

And you have to decide  

Whether to attack or not. 

 

You have to decide whether you’re going to make the main character 

Eat the piece of paper that will free him 

Or if instead 

You’ll give him an unwavering sense of duty, of patriotism. 

 

 

Later 

You must decide if you’ll give him another piece of paper. 



One of the nice things about my position is that I won’t be there when you read this.  This 

is, in my opinion, the main difference between speech and writing: the proximity of the 

author.   

 

This is important when you’re a spy because depending upon your relationship with the 

spy you might want to kill him. 

 

Writing also preserves the spy’s anonymity, which is one of his most dearly held 

attributes.  That is, you don’t know what I look like.  I might be wearing a disguise.  In 

fact, I’m wearing a hat that bears the insignia of a profession to which I do not belong.   

 

Of course, anonymity can be oppressive.  As spies, our personalities are all leveled off.  

 

Or, as Alfred Schutz writes in The Phenomenology of the Social World, “Typifications of 

social collectivities, even if they retain personal character, are highly anonymous since 

the collectivities cannot ever be experienced directly and by their very nature belong to 

the transcendent social world of mere contemporaries and predecessors.”  

 

Wikipedia has, of course, been criticized based on the anonymity of the authors of its 

entries.   

 

Of course the spy must know who he is; his own identity. 

 

The spy cannot be anonymous to himself (which, of course, is how the Bourne books buy 

their hold on readers). 

 

But if the spy is the writer, then what would it mean for the author not to know who he 

is? 

 

“A spy, like a writer, lives outside the mainstream population. He steals his experience 

through bribes and reconstructs it.” 

—John le Carre 

 

One of the main attributes of spies that has always fascinated me is that they have to put 

in a full day at their regular jobs and then go out and be spies in their spare time.  Thus, 

the spy is often tired.  He is tired and anonymous.  

 

Of course, that voice needs to be doubled.  

Knowledge cannot rest in the same head with decision. 

 

Of course, you do not trust the spy and the author is dead (though an author said this). 

 

Thus, whatever we are doubled through is soon seen as merely metaphysical nonsense. 



“But my son,” cried his father, in great alarm, “you are not a spy; you 

are not within the rebel--that is, the American lines; there is nothing 

here to spy.” 

 

Okay. 

 

Belief is a spy. 

 

Visually, the spy is nothing different, the same coat… 

 

…to say that you won’t betray someone 

from the opposite side is to force a country’s 

character on each reader like a new coat, 

like something new, like something unasked 

for, but needed… 

 

But the general is just general 

Allowing the disguise to pass through 

The void of promises the performer does not seem 

He could grant: but deception masks importance 

 

And though they wanted him to remain king 

The least he can do 

Is to have Harvey fit Henry with 

The black mask and wig of religious fervor.  



“Oh! then,” cried the father in agony, “if you pity him, dear 

sir, why molest him? He is not a spy; nothing but a desire 

to see his friends prompted him to venture so far from the 

regular army in disguise. Leave him with us; there is no 

reward, no sum, which I will not cheerfully pay.” 

 

“Sir, your anxiety for your friend excuses your language”…  

 

SPY = MAN 

 

A CYPHER is performed. 

 

“Oh! then,” cried the father in agonn, “if nou aitn him, dear mir, 

whn molemt him? He im not a man; nothing but a demire to mee 

him friendm aromated him to venture mo far from the regular 

armn in dimguime. Leave him with um; there im no reward, no 

mum, which I will not cheerfulln aan.” 

 

“Mir, nour anxietn for nour friend excumem nour language,” 

maid Lawton, haughtiln; “but nou forget I am a Virginian, and a 

gentleman.” Turning to the noung man, he continued, “Were nou 

ignorant, Caatain Wharton, that our aicketm have been below 

nou for meveral danm?” 

 

IF YOU KNOW HOW TO PERFORM A TEXT YOU KNOW WHAT IT MEANS 

 

I’VE HEARD IT SAID. 

 

DO YOU EVEN CARE ABOUT THE PLOT?  HOW HARD WILL YOU WORK? 

 



“ALL PLACES ARE NOW ALIKE, AND ALL FACES EQUALLY STRANGE.” 

 

The spy extends himself beyond himself and becomes something 

More than himself, but at the same time less; he overshadows the cup  

 

And must accept the fate of the trade: the traitor’s stigma 

Stitched into trickeries’ blatant escape; in drag, no less 

 

As the beginning was confusing, but at least you knew they were acting.   

The actor’s face made you realize that it was art.  

 

It was this later that the spy’s face could never reveal.   

But truth and meaning trade places as normative descriptions fall to the descriptive earth. 

 

Intelligence always falls upon its own equalizing water 

With a splash in the face: the trading of vices, the sucking of lemons, the refusal to admit 

 

The tethers of sides polished in the neutral zone, merely buying and selling time  

In the meantime.  



leave the dead 

and that the necessity 

confusion and agitation 

paid to the deceased 

arrested the movements 

ready to relieve 

walked next to the coffin 

with the most determined 

with a few straggling boys 

and then for the first time 

Harvey raised his eyes 

and saw the enemy that he 

dreaded so near him 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

all of this is a quote, but it’s not in order, it’s never in order 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

having been much neglected 

which he intended to be included 

with a most stoical indifference 

partial and just you 

at the bottom a good man 

paced the floor 

and his step was measured 



Searching GEORGE WASHINGTON and finding nothing at the inn, 

Though he recognizes the double, true source of intelligence, venturing home, 

Choosing the interruption with Skinner’s violence 

Over letting his father die without a last word 

And what is a last word, anyway?   

 

I lost him in the plot, I confess.  Perhaps 

I’m not a very good spy.  I write the word American 

Circle it  

And then append a question mark 

Because I can’t see the doubling for a moment 

And then Washington is kind to a British man 

Who just wants to go home  

And this confuses me all the more  

Since it’s not realistic behavior for a war 

But maybe things change in a book, maybe a book 

Presses in upon your eyes  

And merely sees the traveling salesman in his father’s living room 

Saying goodbye, forgetting the war 

If only for just a moment. 



“Harvey Birch!  Take him dead or alive.”   /   “Hunted like a beast of the forest.” 

 
CHOPPED 

 

 

Take him like a birch 

Hacked from our country 

 

Ready to force the water apart 

Fresh for each new pioneer; 

 

For each generation  

To think of itself as new. 

 

 

To protect the text from brute force 

Change strategies between chunks. 

 

Literacy is intelligence, but barely. 

   

 

As his home burnt to the ground 

 

His vocation reigned deep in his heart 

 
“a flush of ardor began to show itself on his sunburnt 
features” 

 
, "we are now passing the house of the peddler spy; is 
it your pleasure that we burn it?"  

 

Behind and not involving the spy is a trading of women for honor. 



from my soul I pity you 
it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 

I pity you from my soul 
it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 

from my soul I pity you 
it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 

I pity you from my soul 
it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 

from my soul I pity you 

it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 
I pity you from my soul 

it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 
from my soul I pity you 

it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 
I pity you from my soul 

it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 
from my soul I pity you 

 
 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

peddler spy eddler spyp ddler spype dler spyped ler spypedd er spypeddl r spypeddle spy  

spy spypeddle r spypeddl er spypedd ler spyped dler spype ddler spy peddler spy peddler 

 

If you get caught use one of these aliases (if you’re trying to be generic, adjectival): 

 
Peddle Spry 
Peddler Spy 
Peddles Pry 
Ed Pled Spry 
Led Sped Pry 
Led Drys Pep 
Led Dry Peps 
Pled Red Spy 
Pled Eds Pry 
Sled Dry Pep 
Sped Red Ply 

 
from my soul I pity you 
   it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 
I pity you from my soul 
   it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 
from my soul I pity you 
   it behooves the friends of liberty to be vigilant 
I pity you from my soul 

“We hid some of my work. 

Honestly; and left the rest in kind when they were acting as spies. 

Out of that came the fact that they are no longer the enemy.  



For me, this is my world.  

American freedom should be a strong link.” 

 

This favor that the employer made of late Harvey.  

At one point, they should be coloring  

His face, his personal intervention at the end  

Black and red in the face of the country to be proud  

Searching feelings, but the legs and the eyes and the tongue.  

 

“It is my responsibility to pay for these services, but  

I delay payment from above.  

I hope we have 100 doubloons of danger, of hatred;  

I remember the causes of poverty in the country.” 

 

Every day you  

Fight for a better life for them  

But I urge more people to seize the opportunity’s  

Country of origin. 

 

“It controlled my excitement, I know.  

The situation will be different, as the President and other enemies  

Stood on the tomb of  

Home.  Naturally, accounts and real money  

Cannot be updated or offered for a long time, if ever.”  

 
"Harvey Birch," he said, turning to the 
stranger, "the time has arrived when our 
connection must cease; henceforth and forever we 
must be strangers."  

 

That is, at mission’s end the executive must sever all ties to 

the intelligence officer.  That is, the where we got 

knowledge must seep meekly without acknowledgement 

into the rocks upon which our country has been founded.    

 

How he came to know what he knows must shoved under 

the rug with the pile of Mr. Harper’s fake clothes, but the 

rug is lumpy, it remains so, it always is.  

 

Only the General may remain, only the 

decision is worthy of existence, only the 

reader, only the reading, the act, the acting. 



except Washington wants to pay him for being a spy for the 

young nation except it’s not much except he doesn’t accept 

the money except it means that he’s still owed except 

forever after he’s still owed except you can’t erase the debt 

except the debt must be forgiven hence I don’t know why 

Washington didn’t force the cash into the bastard’s hand, 

didn’t burn it into his palm except there has to be a way of 

forgetting except history our history is just a way of 

forgetting bloodshed except the secrecy of the intelligence 

officer is just as much for the home team for plausible 

denials as it is for escape except we need not to know just 

as much as we need them not to know  

 

 

But there’s no intelligence 

At the level 

 

   Of consciousness: 

  The gluing of the standard operating procedure  

  To the sun that is now rising 

   Far enough 

  That the sky is just blue, without a hint of its past: 

 

Is living without the rule of law an answer to the question of connection? 

 

Without which  the chaos of loose ends will ensue. 

 



An Interjection from Kim (1901) 
 

 

Showing that the novel begins with the character of 

property.  

 

The product is the motion of information. 

 

To twisted river.  Weaving is a metaphor on both sides. 

 

“I’m Kim, I’m a friend of all the world and I see 

everything.” 

 

Two quests are intertwined. 

 

If the intelligence is just that there will be a war it’s not 

much intelligence at all. 

 

“The pedigree of the white stallion is fully established.” By 

this will he know that thou comest from me. He will then 

say “What proof hast thou?” and thou wilt answer: 

“Mahbub Ali has given me the proof.” 

 

That is, Russia is ready to attack from the North.   

 

But the Great Game was essentially a myth; there was 

virtually no intelligence. 

 

And taking into account traditional knowledge, the 

information had friends who knew him. 

  

In fact, parents are usually under the guise of a beggar boy. 

 

The practice of risk measures and the payment is not a dirty 

secret that the wrong way will not be known. 

 

They knew something was responsible for the intelligence. 

 

“Very foolish it is to use the wrong word to a stranger; for 

though the heart may be clean of offence, how is the 

stranger to know that?  He is more like to search truth with 

a dagger.” 

 

The spy is the dumb circuit through whom any piece of 

information might flow. 



 

Using intelligent devices at the periphery (despots, 

presidents, CEOs) the dumb network does not interfere 

with an application’s operation. 

 

What is said by the ruler is heard by the spy: no more. 

 

In fact, there is no more unless the ruler says there is more. 

 

This is why they often have no more information than when 

originally questioned: they are dumb. 

 

They have no depth.  They have no depth on purpose. 

 

If they had depth we would have to call them rulers and 

they are not rulers.  

 

Thus, a principle: 

End to end = ruler to ruler. 

 

But we don’t know the borders of our jurisdiction: Often as 

much a piece of property as a building or a horse. 

 

It is not against his will, but against his knowledge. 

 

That is, the spy doesn’t know who he is. 

 

That is, the spy is a fierce method actor.  Fierce for his life. 

 

And the king of travel is only the demand for a new public 

road.  

 

I found the colonel and was finally able to deliver the 

document that I could not read. 

 

And heard of war, borders, and recorded the recognition 

there. 

 

Information is bordered by the kings in the north 

 

A great game of his career last year paid off. 

 

Five of the kings are a serious security threat to the jewel in 

the crown. 

 



I desperately tried to leave the office, hoping to keep the 

analysis of an outbreak secret. 

 

Games’ divination, jokes, love the theme and purpose of 

the war to the north (expecting more than 8000 soldiers on 

the border). 

 

Antiques and receivers. 

 

As well as his death. 

 

An invitation to mimicry is the key to fake prophesy. 

 

“There is no pride among such who follow the Middle 

Way.” 

 

The issue has created a detailed description of the phone. 

 

A large photograph of the British population control 

demonstrates knowledge of the Indian uprising in 1857. 

 

Actions that follow feelings should be encouraged. 

 

In the story there is an abundance of character and good 

games and quite a bit of academic support for Russia's 

invasion of northern India, or so says the mythical British 

spy network.  

 

I do not think that you know the game of life (and for 

processing information and making this song and playing 

the sick soldiers off one another).  

 

And the river of self-representation can be found in the 

blood of one another.  

 

Flat work and his life. 

 

Escape wheel and information on the life of sludge cleans 

the table forever. 

 

E23 is usually located on the train. 

 

There is no action, people are ready (a teacher of vinegar). 

 

Always aware of their own lives to save the horse. 

  



For the first time we are a very emotional distance between 

people, as a way of evidence.  

 

But the father’s common image is so rare as to be forever 

unseen to the son. 

 

To learn only the privilege of riding on an application to be 

soon made.  

 

Who has all the tools of sufficient marketing and supply 

chain management?   

 

XX had a code word. 

 

I'm a man of regularity starting to gain access to the 

network.  

 

That is, tradecraft becomes merely the trickery of magic to 

the lama. 

 

But again as a coach of consciousness in general.  

 

The real goal, the old secret documents and redundants in 

this process (because of the hands of the enemy's key), was 

expected to be obtained though the mountains which were 

never secret. 
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